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Bristol Motor Speedway

NASCAR TRACKS ARE SOME of the largest sporting
venues on the planet—so naturally, one of them is home to the
world’s largest outdoor center-hung videoboard.
Bristol Motor Speedway in Bristol, Tenn., gets those bragging rights with its new Colossus TV. Perhaps somewhat ironically, it wasn’t racing that prompted the need for such a monstrous TV, but rather football. Next month, the iconic NASCAR
venue will host the Battle at Bristol, which matches the University of Tennessee Volunteers against the Virginia Tech Hokies
and is expected to be the largest college football game in history
in terms of attendance (the venue is planning for an attendance
in excess of 160,000). In order to accommodate a football field,
the facility’s existing pylon-style scoreboard at midfield needed
to be removed. While the game was the catalyst for Colossus
TV, it will remain as a permanent fixture to provide a unique
spectating attraction for future events at Bristol.
The TV is suspended from four cable-stayed, galvanized steel
towers that range in height from 189 ft to 221 ft. The towers
are anchored by 4-in.-diameter structural strand cable backstays,
grouted micropile concrete foundations and structural cable connectors. The videoboard display has four faces, each one composed of 240 individual LED panels that are stitched together,
creating a 63-ft-wide, 30-ft-tall display. A 60-ft-diameter ring of
LED panels (6 ft in height) is hung below the main videoboards.
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The videoboards feature over 20 million pixels, providing brilliant clarity and brightness to one of the largest sporting venues
in the country. Since the videoboard clears the infield by over 100
ft (even exceeding the clearance of the mammoth video display
at AT&T Stadium in Arlington, Texas), it is able to accommodate
football field functionality (think high punts and kicks). The clearance is also high enough for improved sightlines to all portions of
the famous short-track speedway, and the screens are demountable
and leased to other venues around the country when not in use.
A hoist system raises and lowers the videoboard faces. The
screens are supported by a galvanized steel framework, nicknamed
the gondola, which consists primarily of rectangular HSS. The
gondola has four levels of catwalks around its internal perimeter to
access and maintain the videoboard panels and electrical systems.
It is supported by a galvanized steel halo truss, made entirely of
HSS pipe shapes, which is nearly 100 ft in diameter and has two
top chords, two bottom chords and horizontal and vertical web
members. The halo is suspended from the four towers by 3½-in.diameter cable strands, each approximately 600 ft in length. Colossus TV is tethered to the infield by additional cable braces and
26-ft-tall masts made of HSS. The steel masts are founded by concrete drilled piers, and the entire structural system contains over
600 tons of structural steel fabricated by Superior Steel, Inc. (an
AISC member and advanced certified steel erector).
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